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Dear 

I am very heppy to get your letter of the 7th, telling me Louie is now 
mokine the conies of the transcripts I'd ssced for. I look forward to getting 
them and to t.eing able to go ever them. Gary and Teul will else ge ever them, in our int rest and on the chance of spotting eoeething that may be of interest to 
you. I regard this es quite possible, if not certain, for there is a rsthert 
large amount of miscellaneous information that may fit. Without persuing it 
there is no way of knowing. 

That your prima interest is in evidence tnet you can use in the chew 
perjury tr:al is something :,'e all understand. 411st I think you may not understand is that most of tuo things of waica I have written you lately may be of this 
nature, and egain, until it is correlated end check out, we do not know. 'For 
example, this was my reason for asking the name of the Cuban group to which Shaw 
provided space in the ITM. Aloek ,:uestioned Josephine whetshername, Shaw's former 
secretary, about this, according to the papers. Now I may or may not have info 
that is relevant. 'Nhen,I know its name and/or the names of the people in it I e cen let you know, an-d will. This is my chief reason for wentinr to go over Shaw's 
and 'Cobb'. testimony. i  have no other intrest in Cobb. 	have obtained eome 
documents referring to Ferrie that the Archives pretended not to have. Vhat is in 
them is not in itself significant, but it may match with other information, of 
which the trial transcripts are one possibility. This is may interest in e'Sullivan-
fttile 1 do not anticipate being able to prove it if it is true, andeLniive no way 
of knowing that it can be, I nonetnelese regard information about any of the 
camps and shy et' tie people connected with them as potentially of tein'neture. Ns 
own work, not by any means definitive or beyond question, shows Show and people 
connected with tae camps, patronized the same places, for example. I d'Oenot for 
one minute believe nicerdo Davis's tale to me that he knew Shea' as pro-Castro, 
and I regard it as possible he was throwing me a curve. Or intended to:-The fact 
is, I have suspicions (and no more teen suspicions) that someone you trust wee, 
be a very good lead in teie direction, of making the connection. 

If there is any difference between us on this, it may be that you are 
looking to find them in bed together, or at least a picture of it, while`s em', 
loekine for lea direct connections, which I thine may exist. ;frankly, I em 
pleased that you are concentrating on the crux and not on peripheral matters..; 
However, the rest ef us still have interest ie what in your cane is peripheral 
or in some cases more remote. In these areas we ore making progress. 

Referring to O'Sullivan again, e believe I have never given you tile 
euote fromhubie Badeaux' book (pp 25425):"jayries assured me that I would not:!nnly'e, 
get a man to assist me but that I could mate my own selection of an assistant. I 1  
asked him to lend me the services of Officer Francis (sic) O'Sullivan, a young 
Patrolman whom I  consider (sic) to be qualified to become an expert Intelligence 
Agent. Dayries indicated to me teat O'Sullivan's transfer to my Division oeuid 
be arranged...." Abadeaux selection (from all the iiew Orleans policeman evelleble!) 
amounted to a Banister selection. (cu should recall tep other things shout O'S 
that I have reported and on which e have given brief memos. And it is in het this 
area, relating to Ferrie, tie- t his testimony has been edited and the editing is 
not on the stenographic transcript sent to the printer. 

Again, taenks, best to eon all, and my the year be a g-od one. 

Sincerely, 



DISTRICT ATTORNEY- 
PARIsH OF ORLEANS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA  

2700 TULANE AVENUE 

NEW ORLEANS 70119 

January 7, 1970 
Jxla GARB' sox 
Dx SrOICT ATTormwr 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland - 21701 

Dear Harold: 

Louis Ivon is in the process of making the transcripts 
that you have asked for. AA I have told you in the 
past, my prime interest is only in evidence that I can 
use in the Shaw perjury trial. If it doesn't link 
Shaw with Ferrie or Oswald it is a peripheral matter 
of secondary importance. 

Have a happy New Year and give my regards to your 
wife. 

Sincerely, 
••/ 

ANDREW J. SCIAMBRA 

AJS:sk 
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